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implement the direct manipulation concept introduced by Schneiderman [35] in a stricter manner. The benefits of direct manipulation interfaces are undeniable and fellow researcher, such as Hutchins and colleagues [19] have explored in detail the technique’s
advantages and disadvantages.
Of great relevance for direct manipulation interfaces is the idea
of visual affordances, which is associated with directly perceiving
(inter)action opportunities. Interestingly, the idea of affordances
has been one of the most pragmatic but also controversial topics
in HCI (e.g., [4, 14, 34]), since with graphical interfaces it can be
differentiated between perceivable and actual action opportunities
(e.g., a virtual button with a 3D effect only “pretends” that it can
be physically pushed). Thus, one of the main challenges for designers of direct manipulation interfaces is associated with having
to represent/signify action potentials on a flat 2D screen, which
most people have learned (possibly growing in different cultures)
through everyday practices in the real world and are often based
on manipulating physical 3D objects and controllers.
In addition to the challenge of designing good “affordance signifiers” for direct manipulation interfaces, and consequently designing interfaces, which are easy to learn and use (i.e., interfaces with
good pragmatic qualities), designers also have to consider the aesthetics of interfaces and interactions (i.e., hedonic qualities, such as
if the interface is perceived as beautiful and if the interaction is desirable). Both quality dimensions, pragmatic and hedonic, constitute
to the overall UX of a user interface [18]; however, the dimensions
are somewhat independent and may be in contrast to each other.
Consequently, a direct manipulation interface which is beautiful
might not “function” well, because users (especially novice users)
have difficulties to perceive action opportunities (e.g., on flat graphical designs it is often difficult to depict interactive elements). For
mouse-based interfaces, tooltips that are triggered by mouseover
events have been popular and provided designers more freedom
while allowing users to explore the functionality of a graphical
interface in a safe manner. A similar method is missing for today’s
touch interfaces because most touch interfaces do not provide a
pre-touch event, but solutions may be provided by multi-modal
techniques, such as a proposition by Aslan and André [3] to use
pre-touch hand/finger proxemics (e.g., the 3D distance of fingers
above a screen to touch targets) to trigger help with communicating
a touch targets “affordances”.
In this paper, we study an alternative technique based on eye
gaze, arguing that the task of visually exploring functionalities of
a graphical interface maps well (and more natural) to eye gaze as
an interaction modality. Before we report on a user study with
12 participants, which demonstrates that the UX of the gazeover

ABSTRACT
The user experience (UX) of graphical user interfaces (GUIs) often depends on how clearly visual designs communicate/signify
“affordances”, such as if an element on the screen can be pushed,
dragged, or rotated. Especially for novice users figuring out the
complexity of a new interface can be cumbersome. In the “past” era
of mouse-based interaction mouseover effects were successfully
utilized to trigger a variety of assistance, and help users in exploring interface elements without causing unintended interactions
and associated negative experiences. Today’s GUIs are increasingly
designed for touch and lack a method similiar to mouseover to help
(novice) users to get acquainted with interface elements. In order to
address this issue, we have studied gazeover, as a technique for triggering “help or guidance” when a user’s gaze is over an interactive
element, which we believe is suitable for today’s touch interfaces.
We report on a user study comparing pragmatic and hedonic qualities of gazeover and mouseover, which showed significantly higher
ratings in hedonic quality for the gazeover technique. We conclude
by discussing limitations and implications of our findings.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Screen-based graphical interfaces still dominate the interface landscape in human-computer interaction (HCI) and in contrast to the
beginnings when interfaces were designed to be used with a mouse
device, today’s graphical interfaces are often touch-sensitive and
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technique is even superior to the mouseover technique, we provide
in the following section background in gaze-based interaction.

the potential of gaze to trigger help in a fashion similar but more
adapt touch interface designs has not been explicitly identified and
its UX has not yet been explored in a systematic manner.

2 BACKGROUND IN GAZE-INTERACTION
2.1 Gaze as an analytical measure

a)

Human vision is a dynamic process during which a person’s gaze
is directed towards certain points or regions of interest [24]. Thereby the current cognitive processes are reflected in specific eye
movement patterns, which can give insights into the thoughts and
intentions of the person [23]. This correlation was first investigated by Buswell [7] in 1935, where he showed the influence of
viewing tasks on eye movement responses by giving participants
different viewing instructions when looking at a picture. Since then,
a lot of research has focused on the analysis of eye movements in
various activities and applications, such as the usability tests of
web pages [9], menu-based interfaces [1], and graphical layouts [8].
Others have analyzed gaze to detect user activities and tasks (e.g.,
[6, 11, 12]), or emotional state (e.g., [2, 41]).

2.2

c)

d)

e)
link

Figure 1: Overview of graphical user interface elements a)
slider, b) button without label, c) a knob, d) a switch, and e)
a weblink/hyperlink, for which affordance communication
probes (i.e., animations) were prepared.

Gaze as an input modality

Eye movements can also be used as an input modality. For instance,
a very simple approach is to let the users control a cursor with their
eyes. This can be useful for disabled people who cannot use a mouse
or keyboard with their hands [20] or for visually impaired users
who want to control the direction of a sonification system [10]. As
shown in [39], using gaze as input method can also be beneficial
for users without impairments due to the faster pointing times
compared to traditional mouse movements. However, using the
eyes to select and control graphical interfaces can lead to the socalled “Midas touch” problem [22], where viewed items are selected
unintentionally. The reason for this is that the same modality is used
to perceive and control the content, which cannot be distinguished
by the system [29].
One solution to this problem is to introduce a short delay called “dwell-time”, before interpreting the gaze-behavior as intended
interaction [16, 27]. Although long fixations are usually perceived
as straining and uncomfortable, the usage of short and adjustable
dwell-times has proven to be effective [28, 33].

2.3

b)

3

USER STUDY

The main goal of the user study was to explore the potential of a
gaze-based technique (i.e., gazeover) to trigger contextual help for
users (i.e., signifying affordances) of interface elements on a screen.
Since the well-known mouseover technique served as inspiration,
we decided to use the UX of mouseover as a control condition.

3.1

Prototype and Probes

In order to provide exemplary experiences of gaze-triggered help in
communicating “affordances” we set up a prototype system using
the off-the-shelf Eye Tribe eye-tracker 1 . The Eye Tribe software,
which comes with the hardware provides a feature for calibration.
Another feature of the Eye Tribe software allows to set gaze (i.e.,
gaze position) as input to control the mouse pointer (and an option
to hide the graphical mouse pointer), which provides the technical
foundation to implement the gazeover experience.
We prepared four animations (based on Javascript and CSS3)
as probes and integrated them into websites (with each website
showing one interface element), which could be switched through
by pressing a key on the keyboard. We chose a small set of typical
interface elements (see Figure 1), which implemented a direct manipulation [35] concept and which we believed would be sufficient
in testing the technique’s effect on UX. Each animation could be
triggered through a mouseover Javascript event, and each animation provided “feedforward” information, showing how the element
would look when being manipulated (e.g., the slider would slightly
move to the left and to the right and then back, the knob would
slightly rotate and move back). In contrast to the other interface
elements, a gazeover/mouseover event on the text link would cause
a standard tooltip behavior (i.e., change the font color and a tip
would pop up showing the exact URL of target site).

Gaze in multimodal interaction

Gaze input can easily be combined with other modalities, for example to confirm selections. This can be achieved with various triggers
such as hand gestures [40], keyboard strokes [25], touch inputs [37],
voice commands [32] or even muscle activities [30]. An exemplary
domain where gaze is integrated with other modalities is video
games in which gaze input is mostly used to target enemies [36]
or objects [15], while the final selection is confirmed with a mouse
click. Others (e.g., [31]) have used gaze to integrate onlookers into
the game play. Further implicit interaction approaches include automatic scrolling at the bottom of a page [26], switching focus to
the currently viewed window [13] as well as displaying translations
when reading [38].
In summary, the potential of gaze to address contextual requirements has already been identified and fellow researchers have,
for example proposed to control a (mouse) cursor with gaze to
empower disabled users. In our best of knowledge, and surprisingly,

1 http://theeyetribe.com
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Figure 2: Overview of results, considering a) the two main dimensions pragmatic quality (PQ) and hedonic quality (HQ), and
b) showing in detail sub-scales of the hedonic quality.Error bars denote 95% confidence intervals.

3.3.1 General trends. Figure 2a summarizes participants’ scores
on pragmatic quality (PQ) and hedonic quality (HQ) associated with
both modalities (i.e., gazeover, and mouseover) to trigger the same
kind of help based on the aforementioned list of interface element
probes. It seems that the gazeover modality received higher scores
in HQ and lower scores in PQ than mouseover. Figure 2b presents
the breakdown of HQ in its three sub-scales HQI, HQS, and ATT.
HQI and HQS scores seem higher in average for gazeover, and the
difference in ATT scores seems small.

3.2 Procedure
Twelve participants (2f) were recruited from a university campus
for a within subjects study. All participants were tech savvy owning at least one touch device. Each participant was asked to test
both interaction techniques (in counter balanced order). Figure 3
depicts both techniques and the setup. Participants could explore
each interface element for as long as they wanted, triggering each
animation multiple times until they had a good grasp of the technique and how they felt about it. After each modality participant’s
were asked to provide ratings based on the attrakDiff questionnaire [17]. attrakDiff measures two dimensions of UX (i) pragmatic
quality (i.e., traditional usability) and (ii) hedonic quality (e.g, how
attractive and desirable a design is perceived). The HQS measure is
associated with a product’s perceived capability to satisfy a person’s
desire of self-improvement, the HQI measure is about a product’s
perceived capability to communicate others a valuable identity, and
ATT measures general attractiveness of a product[17]. At the end
of the study, a brief semi-structured interview was conducted with
each participant to be able to clarify/identify possible reasons for
participants’ ratings in a post-hoc qualitative analysis.
gazeover
condition

User study
conditions

3.3.2 Statistical analysis. In order to validate the statistical significance of differences in participants’ scores associated with modality, four (paired) t-tests were conducted. We found a significant
main effect of modality on HQ (t=4.11, p=.002, r=.78). The effect of
modality on PQ was non-significant (t=-2.17, p=.052, r=.55). Considering the sub-scales of HQ, modality’s effect on HQS (t=5.09,
p<.001, r=.54) was significant. Modality’s effect on HQI (t=2.01,
p=.069, r=.84) and ATT (t=-.33, p=.75, r=.10) was non-significant.
In summary, while participants scores on PQ were higher for
mouseover the difference between mouseover and gazeover was not
significant. Considering HQ, gazeover received significant higher
scores than mouseover. The difference in HQ between the modalities seems mostly related to the difference in HQ’s sub-scale HQS,
which means that gazeover’s perceived capability to satisfy participants’ desire of self-improvement was significantly higher. Figure 4
provides in details ratings for all 28 items of the attrakDiff, showing
how each item contributes to PQ and sub-scales of HQ.

UI element at the
center of screen

mouseover
condition

3.3.3 Analysis of qualitative data. At the end of the study, we
asked each participant to provide an overall preference and reasons for their choice. Six participants clearly stated that they would
prefer overall the mouseover technique, arguing that gazeover felt
exhausting. Participants stated, for example, “You have to be very
concentrated all the time”, “exhausting, because one is not allowed to
move and may otherwise have to calibrate again”, another participant
mentioned “at its [gaze technologies’] current [development] state,
you have to be very mindful”. Two participants preferred overall
gazeover, but argued that the technology needs to improve and be
more robust. The rest of the participants argued that their preference would depend on the specific use context.

Figure 3: Overview of the setup and modalities.

3.3 Results
In the following, we first provide frequency plots of participants’
scores, showing possible trends in the data and then results of statistical tests are provided, clarifying the significance of any differences
in participants’ scores considering the two interaction modalities.
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with mouseover events have been successful in helping users to
explore (complex) graphical interfaces’ functionality and that similar helpful techniques are missing for many interfaces designed
for touch. Many fellow researchers have already identified the potential of eye tracking and gaze as an interaction modality and
have been proposing new techniques to improve the interaction
with graphical interfaces. While the body of related work is very
large, in our best of knowledge the user experience of gaze as an
interaction technique has received less attention and, so far, and
surprisingly the user experience of mouseover and gazeover have
not been explored in a systematic manner. Our intention was to
contribute in closing this gap in research.
We have shown (and learned) that gazeover as an interaction
technique to trigger “interaction help” is associated with significantly higher hedonic qualities than mouseover. Moreover, the gazeover technique seems to have the potential to satisfy users’ desire of
self-improvement (i.e., HQS), and thus, may improve feelings associated with competence and flourishing. We believe gazeover could,
for example benefit future tourists when integrated in multimodal
and multilingual services/interfaces (e.g., [5]).
The work we presented in this paper faces some limitations,
which should be considered when interpreting results. First, results
are specific to the tracking technology used. Eye tracking technology is still under development and many off-the-shelf devices such
as the Eye Tribe device, which was utilized in the user study still require (i) users to go through a calibration process and (ii) are prone
to performance issues caused by, for example, users moving their
head. We assume that these issues may have contributed (in a negative way) to ratings for gazeover. Second, to overcome performance
issues with eye tracking, we have limited (similar to previous research on gaze-based interaction [25, 27]) the user task to exploring
one UI element at a time and using enlarged UI elements.
Despite the aforementioned limitations and since eye tracking
solutions are becoming cheaper and mass consumer devices, such
as Apple’s iPhone X are already being equipped with advanced gaze
detection systems, we believe our research is timely and that it will
motivate and open the way for new research in gaze-based multimodal interaction. Furthermore, techniques, such as gazeover, which
may assist users in exploring functionalities of new interfaces in
a safe manner have the potential to (re)empower designers and to
contribute in transforming the design space of future graphical interfaces, which, today, seem (strongly and exclusively) constrained
by reality inspired metaphors and mappings.
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Considering gazeover, participants mentioned repeatedly negative performance issues with the technology and how they experienced inconsistence in the pointing performance and that achieving
good performance required them to put too much effort. On the
other hand, they argued that gazeover felt more natural and fast.
One participant stated “one feels closer to the machine”.

4

DISCUSSION

Today’s graphical interfaces are increasingly designed for touchbased interaction, implementing (often) a concept of direct manipulation and “natural” interaction. Benefits of “natural’ or realitybased interfaces (e.g., [21]), which, for example visually “replicate/represent” physical and material behaviors of real objects include familiarity with affordances based on previous knowledge.
However, using metaphors and mappings for graphcial designs
that are inspired by reality and consistent over cultures and individual skills will always be a challenge and user’s will benefit from
help-triggering techniques. Furthermore, a strive towards designing
“natural” interfaces will restrict a designers (aesthetic) expressiveness and potentially limit the creation and (user acceptance) of new
interface elements.
While mouse-based interaction is becoming a relict of the past,
we have motivated our work by arguing that tooltips associated

5

CONCLUSION

We have argued that an assistive technique, similar to the wellknown mouseover technique, would also benefit today’s graphical
user interfaces, which are designed for touch and direct manipulation. Inspired by technological advancement and mass market
devices being equipped with advanced gaze recognition capabilities, we have proposed the gazeover technique and explored its
UX by comparing against mouseover. Our results demonstrate that
gazeover is already associated with significantly higher scores in
hedonic quality than the mouseover technique. In our future work,
we plan to study possibilities to integrate the gazeover technique
in mobile interaction scenarios and applications.
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